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Abstract-Using recent papers [l-6] on (Adomian) decomposition, which have developed the “par- 
tial solutions” concept and the “modified decomposition” series, it is established that inhomogeneous 
nonlinear partial differential equations with variable coefficients and inputs are solvable. 
ANALYSIS. 
We consider the partial differential equation 
g+ 3 + P(? Y)U + a(c, YV(U) = dC> Y) . 
Let 
u = fy 2Fmn zmyn = 2 <rn(Y)P , 
m=O n=O m=O 
m=O n=O m=O 
Q = 2 2 amn zmyn =2 cYm(y)l? , 
m=O n=O m=O 
P = e e/Jmn zmYn = 2 Pm(Y)z" I 
m=O n=O m=O 
9 = 2 e!lmn EmYn = 2 Sm(Y)cm j 
m=O n=O m=O 
where 
<m(Y) = C tmn Y” 9 
n=O 
Am(Y) = 2 Amnd’ =A~(~o(Y),...,~~(Y)), 0) 
am(Y) = 2 amn Y” , 
Pm(Y) = 2 Pmn Yn I 
n=O 
Sm(Y) = 2 9mn Yn - 
n=O 
*Please contact first author at 155 Clyde Road, Athens, GA 30605. 
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Substituting, we have 
G.ADOMIAN, Ft. RACH 
The x partial solution by decomposition is 
2 0 Y Am-v(Y) zrn * 
v=o I 
m=O 
where Qz = <O(Y) + Z&(Y) and [O = DO, (1 = k(y) axe determined from the conditions 
on 2. Equating the decomposition form of u with u = Czzo fm(y) xm, we derive the recurrence 
relations for the coefficients tm(y) for m 2 2 as 
[m(Y) = !7m-2(Y) - 
{ 
$tm-2(Y) - m~P.0Em-2-o(Y) 
u=o 
_ CE: au (Y> Am-2-v(Y) 
m(m - 1) 
so that the solution u is determined and the coefficients are easily programmable. 
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